Jedi Technologies
The Synchronicity Engine technology
The Synchronicity Engine™ technology creates
a life-enhancing ‘Chi’-like Morphogenic1 field
This technology uses computer hardware/software
as an integrated ‘transducer’ system
to convert electrical patterns
into constantly evolving ‘Chi’ energies
– the foundation of the ‘Tao’ life-force paradigms

The computers, programmed with advanced algorithms
based on fractal mathematics and chaos theory,
which is an extension of quantum physics,
generate the Synchronicity Energy field
This revolutionary Synchronicity Energy technology
has been presented at medical conferences
over the past years and is used in clinics worldwide
Some of the Mind/Body Benefits observed are:
•

Promotes longevity and aids in slowing the aging processes

•

Enhances whole mind/body purification/detox disciplines

•

Energizes the body and helps balance Life-Force energy flows

•

Increases alertness, learning and creative problem solving

Creation of the Synchronicity Engine technology
Over the last several decades I've addressed the question of the link between
matter and consciousness. The firmest ground I found to start with is Dr. Carl
Jung’s theory of Synchronicity.

Dr. Carl Jung

Synchronicity in Brief
"The concept of Synchronicity indicates a meaningful coincidence of two or more
events, where something other than the probability of chance is involved. Chance is
a statistical concept that 'explains' deviations within certain patterns of probability.
Synchronicity elucidates meaningful arrangements and coincidence, which
somehow go beyond the calculations of probability. Precognition, clairvoyance,
telepathy, etc. are phenomena which are inexplicable by chance, but become
empirically intelligible through the employment of the principle of Synchronicity,
which suggests a kind of harmony at work in the interrelation of both psychic and
physical events."
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Synchronicity Energy
This Synchronicity Energy, as Dr. Carl Jung described, is the basis for the 5000year-old practice of Oriental Medicine and the I-Ching techniques. The flow of this
energy, sometimes referred to as Chi, is fundamental to Oriental Medicine
practices such as Acupuncture and Chi-Gung.
In Acupuncture theory, this life force flows through the body and the various
Acupuncture techniques create, stimulate and move these energies throughout the
body. Similarly, Fung Shui also uses intuitive techniques to alter environments to
increase and optimize the flow of Chi through living spaces.
Martial Arts masters and Advanced Yoga masters use this life force flow in their
disciplines. They have the ability to project this energy outside their bodies
through walls and other objects. And, indeed, Chi masters outside the rooms
where the SyncWave System is operating have sensed the Synchronicity Energy
produced by the Synchronicity Engine technology.

I-Ching – A Synchronicity Detector
Dr. Jung described one of the existing systems that use Synchronicity: the
I-Ching. The I-Ching is one of the early systems that were created to detect
Synchronistic Energy/ Patterns. (Decades later theoreticians formalized part of
the underlying physics: now called ”Chaos Theory/ Fractal Mathematics”.)

Generation of Synchronistic Energies
It occurred to me that since these systems, which Dr. Jung spoke of, were 'low-tech'
receptors of synchronistic energy/ patterns/ organization/ etc., it should be
theoretically possible to create a new technology that would generate of these
Synchronicity energies.
The flip side of the 'Synchronicity’ coin: a Synchronicity Engine.
A technology that would increase the interconnectivity of Life and the flow of the
Life-Force – the Chi
Over two decades ago, I embarked on creating such a technology.
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The Search . . .
First I examined existing scientific, historical and metaphysical literature to see if
there was anything concrete I could use.
Unfortunately, with the exception of Dr. Jung's work on Synchronicity, there
wasn't anything useful (Chaos Theory had not yet been invented. There is an
excellent book: Chaos: Making a New Science3, by James Gleick, written about a
decade ago, that discusses the discovery of Chaos theory and its implications).

Chaos: Making a New Science 3, by James Gleick

Creating the Synchronicity Engine technology
After years of considering the concepts, formulating theories and postulating
possible designs, in 1989, I finally sat down and started designing a computer
system that would, hopefully, create Synchronistic Energy. I used concepts from
chaos theory and fractal mathematics, music, meditation and chanting. I "tuned"
or adjusted the patterns intuitively, for maximum perception effect.
Perhaps the best way to describe the effect when the system is run is that people
report an Awareness . . . a Presence, is created in the room.
As the effect builds, one’s perception is of being in a conscious, evolving creation One that, as Dr. Joseph Campbell would put it in his Power of Myth series,
“Directly touches The Transcendental”.

The Power of Myth, by Joseph Campbell
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SyncWave System
These first attempts were remarkable successful in creating Synchronistic energies.
Since then, over the last decade, I've refined the technology and created the
SyncWave™ System based on the Synchronicity Engine technology.

2-unit SyncWave System
Over time, as the SyncWave system runs, the effect builds up to the feeling of being
in a grotto or in a Cathedral (or in 'Giant Sequoia Forest Cathedral').
The effect has been described as follows:

“When I entered, it was like touching the face of God”

The Force
Over the years, I've come to view this Synchronicity Energy as equivalent to the
'Force' in Star Wars. Several years back, I read that George Lucas had patterned
the 'Force' as a unified concept derived from many mythic/ shamanistic/ spiritual
disciplines from around the world. The Jedi Philosophy he created has this
equivalent of Synchronicity Energy – The Force - as its core organizing principle.

Thus was Jedi

Technologies born . . .

Technologies for the Mind/Matter paradigms just now emerging . . .

Synchronicity Engine, SyncWave and Synchronicity Wave are
Trademarks of Jedi Technologies
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References
The definition of a transducer is a device that converts one form of energy to another.
For example, SONAR converts electricity into acoustic energy (sound waves traveling underwater).
SONAR is an integrated hardware/software system that first uses software to create complex wave
patterns. Those patterns are then sent to underwater transducer hardware. This underwater
transducer then converts those patterns into underwater acoustical energy, which is transmitted
through the water.
Similarly, the Synchronicity Engine technology uses Fractal Mathematics (the coupled non-linear
equations at the foundation of Chaos Theory) to create complex wave patterns. It then uses the
computer hardware as a transducer to create and emit Synchronicity Energy into the environment.
Synchronicity Energy doesn’t lie within the Electro-Magnetic (EM) spectrum, just as the energy
produced by SONAR also lies outside the EM spectrum.

trans·duc·er (tr ns-d s r, -dy -, tr nz-)
n.
A substance or device, such as a piezoelectric crystal, microphone, or photoelectric
cell, that converts input energy of one form into output energy of another.
[From Latin tr nsd cere, to transfer : tr ns-, trans- + d cere, to lead; see deuk- in
Indo-European Roots.]
Source: The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition
1. “The quantum world is teasing and enticing in many ways. Fields fit right in. They are,
as biologist Rupert Sheldrake describes them, 'invisible, intangible, inaudible, tasteless
and odorless' (1981, 72). They are often unapproachable through our five senses; yet in
quantum theory, they are as real as particles . . . This leads to a puzzling situation.
Physical reality is not only material. Fields are considered real, but they are nonmaterial.
”Sheldrake has created an intriguing concept of fields in biology. He has postulated the
existence of Morphogenic fields that govern the behavior of species. This type of field
possesses very little energy, but it is able to take energy from another source and shape
it. The field acts as a geometrical influence, shaping behavior. Morphogenic fields are
built up through the accumulated behaviors of species' members (Sheldrake 1981, 60)."
LEADERSHIP AND THE NEW SCIENCE; Margaret J. Wheatley, 1992
2. Synchronicity – An Acausal Connecting Principle by C.G. Jung;
ISBN: 0-691-01794-8
3. Chaos: Making a New Science by James Gleick; ISBN: 0-140-09250-1
Disclaimer: The statements found within these pages have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. If a product or treatment is recommended in these pages, it is not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease. The information contained herein is meant to be used to educate the
reader and is in no way intended to provide individual medical advice. Medical advice must only be obtained
from a qualified health practitioner.
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